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Abstract
We study the problem of evaluating automatic speech recog-
nition (ASR) systems that target dialectal speech input. A ma-
jor challenge in this case is that the orthography of dialects is
typically not standardized. From an ASR evaluation perspec-
tive, this means that there is no clear gold standard for the ex-
pected output, and several possible outputs could be considered
correct according to different human annotators, which makes
standard word error rate (WER) inadequate as an evaluation
metric. Specifically targeting the case of Arabic dialects, which
are also morphologically rich and complex, we propose a num-
ber of alternative WER-based metrics that vary in terms of text
representation, including different degrees of morphological ab-
straction and spelling normalization. We evaluate the efficacy of
these metrics by comparing their correlation with human judg-
ments on a validation set of 1,000 utterances. Our results show
that the use of morphological abstractions and spelling normal-
ization produces systems with higher correlation with human
judgment. We released the code and the datasets to the research
community.
Index Terms: ASR, Dialects, Non-standard Orthography, Eval-
uation, Metrics

1. Introduction
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) has shown fast progress
recently, thanks to advancements in deep learning. As a result,
the best systems for English have achieved a single-digit word
error rate (WER) for some conversational tasks [1]. However,
this is different for dialectal ASR, for which the WER can eas-
ily go over 40% [2]. While the size of available data and the
morphological complexity of the language affect the quality of
the ASR system, we focus here on the challenges brought by
lack of spelling standardization in dialects. In a standardized
language such as English, we know that enough is a correct
spelling, while enuf is not. However, for languages and dialects
without official standards, the same confident sentiment about
spelling cannot be expressed as there is no “correct” spelling,
but rather a range of variations; at best, we would know what
a preferred or a dominant spelling is [3, 4]. In this paper we
exclusively target intra-dialectal variation and not inter-dialect
variation, i.e., among different Arabic dialects.

Table 1 shows some examples of spelling variation in Di-
alectal Arabic (DA). We can see that clitics (pronouns and nega-
tions) can be written concatenated or separated from the verb,
the definite article can undergo different spelling variations due
to coarticulation with the following word, long vowels can be-
come short, and thus be dropped as they are typically not written
in Arabic, etc. While some variations can happen in standard-
ized languages such as English, e.g., healthcare vs. health care,

English Gloss IPA Spelling Variants
‘he was not’ /makánS/ �

�
	
�A¿ AÓ

�
�

	
�A¿ AÓ

�
�

	
�» AÓ

�
�

	
�ºÓ

mA kAn$ mAkAn$ mAkn$ mkn$
‘I told him’ /PultÉlo/ éË

�
IÊ

�
¯ éÊ

�
JËñ

�
¯ éË

�
IËñ

�
¯ éÊ

�
JÊ

�
¯

qlt lh qwltlh qwlt lh qltlh
‘by the morning’ /Qassóbè/ iJ.�ËA« iJ.�Ë@ ¨ iJ.�Ê« iJ.

�
�«

EAlSbH E AlSbH ElSbH ESbH

Table 1: Egyptian phrases with multiple spelling variants:
shown in Arabic script and in Buckwalter transliteration [10].

or organize vs. organise, this is much less common, and in ASR
it is easily handled with simple rules, e.g., the Global Mapping
file in SCLITE [5, 6]. However, there are far more acceptable
spelling variants in DA; for instance, [7] used 11 million pairs
extracted from a seven-billion words corpus of DA tweets.

The above examples partially explain the high WER for di-
alects. While they suffer from the lack of training resources, the
main problem is their informal status, which results in rarely
regulated spelling. This makes training an ASR system for di-
alects much harder as there is no single gold standard towards
which to optimize at training time. More importantly, it is hard
to evaluate such a system and to measure progress as multi-
ple possible text outputs for the same speech signal could be
considered correct by different people. Thus, there is need for
evaluation measures that allow for common spelling variations.

Previously, the problem was addressed using the multi-
reference word error rate (WERmr) [8], which is similar to
the multi-reference BLEU score [9] used to evaluate Machine
Translation (MT). However, obtaining multiple references is ex-
pensive. Moreover, it could take many human annotators to get
good coverage of the possible orthographic variants of the tran-
scription of a speech recording. In a further study the same prob-
lem was addressed using single reference, but in the process of
comparing a hypothesis to a reference, the introduced dialectal
word error rate (WERd) [7] makes use of spelling variants for
words and phrases, which was mined from Twitter in an unsu-
pervised fashion. The experiments with evaluating ASR output
for Egyptian Arabic, and further manual analysis, show that the
resulting WERd metric, is more adequate than WER for evalu-
ating dialectal ASR.

In the last few years, a number of researchers working on
Arabic NLP proposed a Conventional Orthography for Dialec-
tal Arabic (CODA) as a systematic way to spell DA words for
a number of dialects [11, 12, 4]. This system has been used in a
number of datasets [13, 14] and tools for Arabic automatic pro-
cessing, such as MADAMIRA [15]. In Table 1, the CODA form
is the first from the left. In addition to the orthographic variabil-
ity challenge, Arabic and its dialects are morphologically rich
and complex languages often including hundreds of inflected
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forms for a single lemma (base or dictionary form) [16].
In this paper we explore evaluating using alternative rep-

resentations that could reduce some of the variation in hu-
man transcriptions of dialectal speech. To that end we compare
the use of CODA and automatically generated morphologically
abstracted forms (tokenizations and lemmatization) with raw
text and simple text normalization techniques. We pair varying
representations with varying multi-reference evaluation tech-
niques. We evaluate the efficacy of such approaches through
correlation with human judgments on a validation set. Our con-
tributions are: (i) a novel approach to reduce the variance in
evaluating dialectal ASR; (ii) an evaluation of our approach
which compares the correlation with processing WERavg (av-
erage WER) and WERmr (Multi-reference WER); and (iii) a
release of the paper’s data and code for further research.1

2. Arabic Dialect Spontaneous
Orthography

2.1. Arabic and its dialects

Arabic is a collection of variants among which one particular
variant has a special status as the formal written standard of the
media, culture and education across the Arab World – Modern
Standard Arabic (MSA). Although it is the national language,
MSA is not the native language of any modern day Arabs. The
other variants are informal spoken dialects that are the media of
communication for daily life, and true native languages [16].

2.2. Writing without a standard orthography

Given that DA is the commonly spoken form of Arabic, it is nat-
urally used in its written form throughout the web and specif-
ically the different social media platforms. Since there are no
published orthography standards for the dialects, people tend to
write spontaneously, either representing the phonology of the
word, referring to its MSA etymological cognate or a mix of
both. [4] showed that there are at least 27 encountered ways to
write the Egyptian Arabic word /mabiPulha:S/ ‘he does not say
it’, including, �

�AêËñ
�
®J
J.Ó mbyqwlhA$ and �

�AêË


ñJ.Ó mb&lhA$. DA
text is also sometimes written using a non-standard romaniza-
tion known as Arabizi [17, 18].

2.3. Relevant differences between EGY and MSA

Similar to many other Arabic dialects, the distance of Egyp-
tian Arabic (EGY) from MSA varies among different dimen-
sions. Phonologically, some of the important differences be-
tween EGY and MSA [16, 11] include: (i) the MSA sounds
written as the letters h. j , �

� q , �
H v , 	

X * and 	
  Z (/Ã/, /q/, /T/,

/D/, and /DQ/) realize differently in EGY as /g/, /P/, /t/ or /s/, /d/
or /z/, and /zQ/, respectively; (ii) a change or a complete drop
in short vowels; and (iii) predictable shortening of long vow-
els in certain word positions. Morphologically, EGY simplifies
parts of the MSA paradigms, such as the loss of case markings
for nominals and mood and voices for verbs. However, EGY
introduces new clitics that add to the morphological complex-
ity, such as the negation circum-clitic �

�+ + AÓ mA+ +$. Finally,
there are many lexical variations, resulting in very different dis-
tributions that affect how language models and embeddings can
be used multi-dialectally [19], e.g., the primary sense of the
word �

éJ
K. Q« Erbyp is ‘female Arab’ in MSA, but ‘car’ in EGY.

1https://github.com/qcri/ArabicSpeechTextProcessing

3. Datasets
3.1. The MGB-3 Arabic dataset

The MGB-3 Arabic data comprised 16 hours of Egyptian Ara-
bic speech extracted from 80 YouTube videos distributed across
seven genres: comedy, cooking, family/kids, fashion, drama,
sports, and science talks (TEDx). In the 2017 Speech Recog-
nition Challenge in the Wild: Arabic MGB-3 [2], it was as-
sumed that the MGB-3 data is not enough by itself to build
robust speech recognition systems, but could be useful for adap-
tation, and for hyper-parameter tuning of models built using
the MGB2 [20] data. Therefore, participants reused the MGB2
training data in that challenge, and considered the provided in-
domain data as (supervised) adaptation data. The challenge goal
was to build a standard speech-to-text transcription system and
to provide time-stamped word recognition results. The system
outputs we use in this paper were produced in this challenge.
See [2] for more details.

3.2. The multi-transcription dataset

In contrast with the approach taken by the CODA designers,
we decided to have four transcriptions, allowing transcribers to
write the transcripts as they deemed correct. Figure 1 shows the
inter-annotator disagreement on the 2,500 sentences in the test
data. There is between 9-21% disagreement between the anno-
tators for the raw test data. We can reduce the disagreement by
normalizing the text using commonly done Alif/Ya/Ta-Marbuta
normalization. This bring down the disagreement to between 8-
17%. This is still rather high given that these are all in principle
‘gold’ references. We convert the text to CODA and lemma-
tize it automatically using the MADAMIRA system which sup-
ports both MSA and EGY [15]. The CODA text has reduced in-
consistency in transcription with respect to the normalized text
(7-16%). Of course, lemmatization reduces the inter annotation
disagreement further (6-13%). From these results we will con-
sider these four representations for evaluating dialectal speech
transcription in addition to a couple of other contrastive repre-
sentations known in the literature [21, 16].

3.3. The human judgments

Since it is easy in principle to make a WER go down with ex-
tensive text normalization (in the absurd extreme turning ev-
erything into a single symbol), comparing correlations of ranks
with humans, even if the humans had some disagreement, is a
good indicator of the value of a particular setup.

We created a human rank judgment validation set for 1,000
randomly selected MGB-3 sentences with multiple transcrip-
tions, this is 2.1 hours. We evaluated the leading five ASR
systems in the MGB-3: Aalto University (AALTO), NDSC-
THUEE, Johns Hopkins University (JHU), MIT, and Brno Uni-
versity of Technology (BUT). In an attempt to validate our find-
ings, we considered one of the reference transcriptions (Mo-
hamed in Figure 1, henceforth Human) as system. For more de-
tails about the ASR systems and results, see [2].

We used four human judges, all of whom are educated na-
tive Egyptian speakers with extensive experience in linguistic
annotation. We used Qualtrics for the ranking interface. For
each sentence the assigned judge saw the unique instances of
three human transcriptions from the multi-reference set dis-
cussed above. The fourth human transcription was included as
a system (Human). The unique instances produced by the six
above mentioned systems (total between 1 and 6) appear under
the references in a different section with a different font size and
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(a) Raw Text (b) Normalized Text (c) CODA Text (d) Lemmatized Text

Figure 1: Inter annotation disagreement for the four transcribers across four representations.

(i) BUT MIT JHU NDSC AALTO Human
WERavg WERmr WERavg WERmr WERavg WERmr WERavg WERmr WERavg WERmr WERavg WERmr

RAW 56.28 48.91 46.80 38.03 43.11 33.28 42.67 33.69 39.63 30.61 15.08 4.84
RAWnorm 55.29 48.84 45.57 37.79 41.88 33.33 41.48 33.69 38.09 30.27 13.04 4.18
RAWchar 33.02 22.29 27.34 18.02 29.41 19.42 24.52 15.31 22.32 14.15 5.94 1.32
CODA 55.16 49.01 45.36 38.08 41.74 33.48 41.20 33.70 37.74 30.30 12.65 4.38
ATB 53.06 46.23 43.73 36.03 40.87 32.56 39.46 31.94 35.80 28.23 11.12 3.80
D3 50.22 43.28 41.19 33.56 38.69 30.49 36.95 29.50 33.56 26.22 10.19 3.39
LEMMA 49.19 43.14 39.62 32.67 36.98 29.14 35.57 28.43 32.69 25.77 11.05 4.00

RAW - RAWnorm 0.99 0.07 1.23 0.24 1.23 -0.05 1.19 0.00 1.54 0.34 2.04 0.66
RAW - CODA 1.12 -0.10 1.44 -0.05 1.37 -0.20 1.47 -0.01 1.89 0.31 2.43 0.46

% relative reduction 1.99 -0.20 3.08 -0.13 3.18 -0.60 3.45 -0.03 4.77 1.01 16.11 9.50

(ii) Metric Based Rankings
BUT MIT JHU NDSC AALTO Human

Average / Absolute Rank 4.95 / 6 4.03 / 5 3.93 / 4 3.49 / 3 2.96 / 2 1.14 / 1
WERavg WERmr WERavg WERmr WERavg WERmr WERavg WERmr WERavg WERmr WERavg WERmr

RAW 6 6 5 5 4 3 3 4 2 2 1 1
RAWnorm 6 6 5 5 4 3 3 4 2 2 1 1
RAWchar 6 6 4 4 5 5 3 3 2 2 1 1
CODA 6 6 5 5 4 3 3 4 2 2 1 1
ATB 6 6 5 5 4 4 3 3 2 2 1 1
D3 6 6 5 5 4 4 3 3 2 2 1 1
LEMMA 6 6 5 5 4 4 3 3 2 2 1 1

Table 2: Scores of different metrics and representations (i) and their resulting rankings (ii) on six systems (five ASR and one Human)
on our validation set. Red cells mark instances of disagreement between human rank and metric rank. The last three rows in (i) show
the difference between RAWnorm and RAW, CODA and RAW, and the relative reduction from RAW to CODA.

with the ability to drag and drop the output to indicate the rank.
The judges were instructed to read the human references first,
then read all of the system outputs. After that they were to rank
the system outputs from 1 (best) to up to 6 (worst). Duplicates
received the same rank, and no rank skipping was utilized.

We used 100 sentences to evaluate inter-annotator agree-
ment among the judges who were split in two groups with equal
number of sentences. Of all the 600 ranking decisions (100 sen-
tences, 6 systems) done twice, the two groups exactly agreed on
the rank 46% of the time. The pairwise correlation between the
two annotation groups of the average rank per system over the
100 sentences is 97.93%. We take these results to be a strong
indicator that this task is a reasonable annotation task and that
the human references can be used in our validation.

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Experimental settings

WER metric variant. We compare three WER-based metrics:
Single-reference WER (WERone), Average WER (WERavg),
and Multi-reference WER (WERmr). Both WERavg and

WERmr use multiple references. For WERavg , the independent
single-reference WER scores are computed, then averaged.
For WERmr , all references are used to compute the score in
a similar manner to the multi-reference BLEU metric used in
machine translation evaluation [8, 9].

Text representation. We compare seven text representations:
• RAW and RAWnorm, refer to raw text, and simple Alif/Ya/Ta-

Marbuta normalized text. The normalization removes dis-
tinctions within three sets of characters that are often written
inconsistently in DA: Alif forms ( @ A,


@ >, @


<,

�
@ |), Ya forms

(ø



y, ø Y), and Ta-Marbuta forms ( �
è p, è h).

• RAWchar is raw text tokenized at the character level.
• CODA is the Conventional Orthography for Dialectal Arabic.
• ATB and D3 are two commonly used Arabic NLP tok-

enization schemes that separate clitics from the base word.
D3 separates all clitics; while ATB keeps the definite ar-
ticle +È@ Al+, e.g., H. A

�
JºË@ð wAlktAb ‘and the book’ is

H. A
�
J» + È@ + ð w+ Al+ ktAb in D3, and H. A

�
JºË@ +ð w+ Alk-

tAb in ATB.
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Average Human Rank Absolute Human Rank
vs Metric Score vs Metric Rank

WERavg WERmr WERone WERavg WERmr WERone

RAW 98.53 98.24 98.46 100.00 94.29 96.19
RAWnorm 98.59 98.34 98.53 100.00 94.29 96.19
RAWchar 98.53 98.51 98.50 94.29 94.29 94.29
CODA 98.66 98.41 98.62 100.00 94.29 98.10
ATB 98.94 98.83 98.92 100.00 100.00 100.00
D3 99.06 98.93 99.04 100.00 100.00 100.00
LEMMA 99.04 98.71 98.99 100.00 100.00 100.00

Table 3: Correlation (%) of a number of metrics against human
rankings on the validation set at system level.

• LEMMA is the lemma form that abstract from all inflectional
morphology.

Computing correlations. Each experimental setting pairs a
WER-based metric with a text representation. The results of the
metric-text-representation pairs are evaluated by the correlation
of the rankings they assign with human judgment ranking.

There are a number of ways to compute the correlations in
our setup varying in terms of system granularity and types of
scores and ranks used. The sentence-level human ranks can be
used to compute an average human rank of the system, as well
as an absolute system human rank (derived from the average hu-
man rank per sentence). The system metric scores can similarly
be converted to absolute ranks at system level.

We consider two settings that we deem most meaningful:
the correlation of average human rank and metric score, and the
correlation of absolute human rank with absolute metric rank
(Table 3). We present these results for WERone, WERavg , and
WERmr . For the WERone case, we present the average of the
correlations on the independent single references.

4.2. Metrics and text representation scores

The top half of Table 2 (i) presents the six system scores across
WERavg and WERmr for our seven representations. The greatest
decrease in WER from the RAW baseline is with RAWchar; how-
ever, RAWchar is the worst in rank prediction. All of the non-
RAW representations do better. The drop in WER because of
CODA compared to RAWnorm is comparable to the human-on-
human results in Figure 1. The bottom half of Table 2 (ii) shows
the human average rank, absolute rank and the rank suggested
by the specific metric-text-representation pairings. The cells in
red mark instances of disagreement between human rank and
metric rank. The Human “system” is ranked first by all the
metrics-text-representation pairs. The best and worst automatic
systems are identified correctly by all metric-text-representation
pairs. Only ATB, D3 and LEMMA perfectly rank all systems us-
ing both WERavg and WERmr .

4.3. Correlations with human judgment

Tables 3 summarizes the correlation scores for the various sys-
tems. Our results show that D3 is the best representation to use.
It almost bridges the gap between single reference WER and
multi-reference WER. The right side of Table 3 reflects the rank
pattern in the bottom half of Table 2 (ii).

While these correlations are very high and in a small range,
it is important to highlight the following. While the WER met-
rics using multiple references (WERavg and WERmr) may give

Raw Text CODA D3 Lemma

Human Machine Human Machine Human Machine Human Machine

ما
mA

ما
mA

ما
mA

ما
mA

ما
mA

ما
mA

ما
mA

ما
mA

فیش
fy$

فیش
fy$

فیش
fy$

فیش
fy$

فیش
fy$

فیش
fy$

فَیِّش
fy$

فَیِّش
fy$

حتوافق
HtwAfq

ھتوافق
htwAfq

حتوافق
HtwAfq

حتوافق
HtwAfq

ح+ توافق
H+ twAfq

ح+ توافق
H+ twAfq

وافِق
wAfq

وافِق
wAfq

حتوافق
HtwAfq

أتواجد
>twAjd

حتوافق
HtwAfq

أتواجد
>twAjd

ح+ توافق
H+ twAfq

أتواجد
>twAjd

وافِق
wAfq

تَواَجد
twAjd

إحتماالت
<HtmAlAt

احتماالت
AHtmAlAt

احتماالت
AHtmAlAt

احتماالت
AHtmAlAt

احتماالت
AHtmAlAt

احتماالت
AHtmAlAt

اِْحتِمال
AHtmAl

اِْحتِمال
AHtmAl

إنك
<nk

إنك
<nk

إنك
<nk

إنك
<nk

إن +ك
<n +k

إن +ك
<n +k

إِّن
<n

إِّن
<n

ما
mA

ما
mA

ما
mA

ما
mA

ما
mA

ما
mA

ما
mA

ما
mA

توافقش
twAfq$ 

توافقش
twAfq$ 

توافقش
twAfq$ 

توافقش
twAfq$ 

توافق +ش
twAfq +$

توافق +ش
twAfq +$

وافِق
 wAfq

وافِق
 wAfq

غالبا
 gAlbA

غالبا
 gAlbA

غالبا
 gAlbA

غالبا
 gAlbA

غالبا
 gAlbA

غالبا
 gAlbA

غالِب
 gAlb

غالِب
 gAlb

مش
m$ 

مش
m$ 

مش
m$ 

مش
m$ 

مش
m$ 

مش
m$ 

مش
m$ 

مش
m$ 

واردة
 wArdp

وارد
 wArd

واردة
 wArdp

وارد
 wArd

و+ أرد +ه
 w+ >rd +h   

و+ أرد
 w+ >rd

َرّد
rd

َرّد
rd

المھم
Almhm

منھ
mnh

المھم
 Almhm

منھ
 mnh

ال+ مھم
Al+ mhm

من +ه
mn +h

ُمِھّم
 mhm

ِمن
 mn

WER = 41.67% WER = 25.00% WER = 26.32% WER = 16.67%

Figure 2: Example of different types of disagreements between
a human reference and an ASR output (machine) in Raw text,
CODA and lemma representations.

lower WER scores per system, their system ranking power is
close to the single reference WER metrics. Furthermore, the use
of text processing techniques, from spelling conventionalization
to lemmatization seem to increase the correlation with human
judgment. We note that the single-reference WER setups can
only reach perfect rank correlation when using the more ab-
stract representations. This suggests that such representations
can be a better solution than using multiple references, which
are expensive to create.

4.4. Example

Figure 2 presents an example of the type of disagreements that
CODA, D3 and LEMMA resolve. Although the lemma is incor-
rect in cases that increases agreement, the matching is plausible
and felicitous. D3 allows for token (subword) matches (see the
orange cells).

5. Conclusion and Future Work
We presented a number of evaluation metrics for dialectal ASR,
varying in terms of text representations and number of required
references. We validated these metrics by comparing their cor-
relations against a human-ranked 1,000 utterance set for six sys-
tems. Our results show that the use of morphological abstrac-
tions and spelling normalization produces systems with higher
correlation with human judgment. These representations can be
a better solution than using multiple references, which are ex-
pensive to create.

In the future, we plan to make use of these metrics as part
of the optimization of hyper parameters in dialectal ASR sys-
tems. Another line of research is to explore using the abstract
sub-word morphological representation to reduce the out-of-
vocabulary similar to [22]. We also plan to expand the human
judgment validation set to cover the full MGB-3 set. Further-
more, we plan to conduct a large-scale study on other dialects
beside Egyptian Arabic.
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